openQA Tests - action #32086

coordinated # 31426 (Rejected): [sle][functional][u][epic] extend tests for icewm regarding raspberry pi scenario (was: extend tests for icewm a bit)

[sle][functional][u][icewm][raspi][easy] Check that boot/start works as expected

2018-02-21 10:40 - SLindoMansilla

| Status:    | Rejected      | Start date: | 2018-02-21 |
| Priority:  | Low           | Due date:   |
| Assignee:  |               | % Done:     | 0%         |
| Category:  | New test      | Estimated time: | 0.00 hour |
| Target version: | future       | Difficulty: | easy       |

**Description**

**Acceptance criteria**

- **AC:** openQA tests cover login in and out with xdm, reboot, and shutdown.

**Tasks**

1. Create a test module to cover the acceptance criteria.
2. The test asserts booting to xdm.
3. The test asserts login in with xdm to IceWM session.
4. The test asserts login out from IceWM session to xdm.
5. The test asserts rebooting works.
6. The test asserts shutdown works.

**Related issues:**

Related to openQA Tests - action #32068: [sle][functional][u][icewm] - reboot and shutdown test added

**History**

#1 - 2018-02-21 10:43 - SLindoMansilla
- Target version set to Milestone 15

#2 - 2018-02-21 10:44 - SLindoMansilla
- Related to action #32068: [sle][functional][u][icewm] - reboot and shutdown test added

#3 - 2018-02-21 17:35 - okurz
- Due date set to 2018-04-10

#4 - 2018-03-28 10:45 - cwh
- Difficulty set to easy

#5 - 2018-03-28 11:00 - okurz
- Due date deleted (2018-04-10)
- Target version changed from Milestone 15 to Milestone 16

not enough capacity in S14, moving

#6 - 2018-04-30 20:58 - okurz
- Subject changed from [sle][functional][icewm][raspi][easy] Check that boot/start works as expected to [sle][functional][u][icewm][raspi][easy] Check that boot/start works as expected
- Target version changed from Milestone 16 to Milestone 17

#7 - 2018-06-05 21:34 - okurz
- Due date set to 2018-07-17
#8 - 2018-06-15 18:52 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 17 to Milestone 17

#9 - 2018-06-20 06:49 - okurz
- Target version changed from Milestone 17 to Milestone 18

#10 - 2018-06-20 08:35 - okurz
- Due date changed from 2018-07-17 to 2018-08-14

It's hackweek time!

#11 - 2018-07-23 08:10 - okurz
- Due date deleted (2018-08-14)
- Target version changed from Milestone 18 to future

I agree with the feasibility of this but in comparison to other tasks I would like to schedule this for now only on request from QSF team members or external stakeholders.

#12 - 2018-10-09 13:03 - okurz
- Status changed from Workable to New

Bulk action to set status back to "New" for older tickets which are in "future". They would need to be revisited in time when we come up with a defined plan and assign to a milestone.

#13 - 2019-03-14 12:31 - okurz
- Priority changed from Normal to Low

let's focus more on improving our current tests and workflows first. Putting to "holding tank" ;)

#14 - 2020-02-25 10:21 - mgriessmeier
- Status changed from New to Rejected

SLE15 on RPi/JeOS doesn't include graphical interface anymore, so nothing to do here at the moment....